I mississippi, was not well received of dissent said, was the disappearance of erant of all, thought except that ical Association held at Asheville, a meeting of the Southern Histor- presented a scholarly paper before university at Oxford, Miss.

One on the Negro in America. be a visiting professor in the De- tutoring system. the case because of the possibility that federal anti-kidnapping laws have been violated. Spokesmen for the federal agency have re- cently issued a report on whether or not they are investigating the dis- appearance.

A search of the Charles River yielded nothing. When asked if the MIT or Federal forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld, the MIT forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld. The MIT forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld.

A ransom call was made in January. No one ransom was paid. The ransom was not received.

Professor Grossfeld had already sold his house in New Hampshire summer home, and had planned to move his fam- ily to Ohio.

The presidential offer soon changes back. When asked if the MIT or Federal forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld, the MIT forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld.
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Professor Grossfeld had already sold his house in New Hampshire summer home, and had planned to move his fam- ily to Ohio. The ransom offer soon changes back. When asked if the MIT or Federal forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld, the MIT forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld. The MIT forces had been involved in the search for Fred Grossfeld.
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January Sale. At the Tech Coop

'Tis time to speak of many things, of sealing wax and sailing ships and cabbages and kings ... and a treasure chest full of booty at bargain prices no pirate could resist. The Coop crew invites all landlubbers and old salts to climb aboard and take advantage of the January Sale ...

BOOKS
Tables of selected text and reference books. Limited quantities of each. Reduced 50% off.

Architecture, Man in Possession of His Earth, Frank Lloyd Wright. The essence of Wright's philosophy of "Organic Architecture." Many illustrations. Was $10.00—Now $4.95

World of Birds, James Fish and Roger Tory Peterson. Magnificently illustrated, exciting new visual approach to the entire spectrum of the world's birds. Was $17.95—Now $9.95

World of Camera. The best photographs and articles selected from the Magazine Camera. 100 famous photographers represented in nearly 200 plates. Was $14.95—Now $8.95

STATIONERY
Small Leather Goods. Complete line of leading manufacturer including men's and women's accessories. 1/2 Price

Christmas Cards and Wrappings. Overstocked items. 1/2 Price

Christmas Toys and Gifts Items. 1/2 Price

Chemistry Test Binder Clipboard. $2.50 value. $1.50

Personal File. $2.90 value. $1.75

Physics Lab Notebooks. 80c value. 40c

Broad Writing Paper Now 2/$1.00

M.J.T. Brief-Folio. 29c value. 15c

Eversharp Envoy Pen-Pencil Set. 12 kt. gold filled. $19.90 value. $8.99

Pen alone. $10.00 value. $5.00


MEN'S SHOP

All Suits, Topcoats, Overcoats, Outerwear (except Raincoats). $10.00 Off

All Sports Jackets. $7.00 Off

Ties. Regularly $1.50 to $5.00. Now $1.19 to $2.59

Camp Hosiery, Discontinued, styles and special purchases. Regularly $1.50. Now $1.00 79c each, 3/$2.25


Sport Shirts by famous makers. Regularly $5.00 and $4.00. Now $3.49 to $3.99. Reg. $5.95 and $4.95. Now $4.49

Dunster Broadcloth Pajamas. Coat or Pullover Styles in blue, grey or tan. Reg. sizes A-B-C-D, usually $4.95. Now $3.49

Long sizes B-C-D, usually $4.40. Now $3.99

Dunster Oxford Shirts. In white, blue, blue stripe. Regularly $4.20. No. $1.49

Other famous name shirts. Specially Priced $2.50

Women's SHOP

Scarves by Vera. Salesmen's samples. 75c to $1.99

Mary Chase Cream Body Massages. 8 oz. regularly $3.00. Now $1.99

16 oz. regularly $5.00. Now $3.00

Jewelry. Salesmen's samples. 1/3 off

PERMANENT BRUSH. Reg. $2.50. Now $1.99

PERMANENT GIRDLES. Regularly $9.00. Now $6.99

RECORDS

Columbia Classical Records, including Ml, MS, KL, KS series only. Mono. Reg. $3.20. Now $2.00

Stereo, reg. $3.90. Now $3.50

Folk, Jazz, Classical, Choice from many labels. Now $1.98 each, 5/$9.00

Classical Imported Cut-Outs. Reg. 3.69 to 5.39. 10" records. Specially Priced $2.50

12" records. Specially Priced $3.50

Mix and Match Special. Choose from many labels. Reg. priced at $1.98. Now $1.49 each, 5/$6.00

GIFTS

G.E. Ultra violet bulb with stand. Regularly $12.45. Special $10.77

Bookcases. sturdy metal, walnut shelves. Sizes 36x36, reg. $10.98

Special $8.49

36x36, Reg. $9.98. Special $8.99

58x36, Reg. $16.98. Special $14.99

Desk Lamp. Featuring swing arm, bulbs extra. Regular $24.50. Now $14.95

Clamp. Regular $2.29. Now $1.59
BOAC will leave you alone in Europe.

On a swinging BOAC Grand Orbit flight to Portugal, Spain, France, Tahiti, and other countries, you can explore the coast of Portugal, visit the Eiffel Tower in Paris, and take a_Delete from the following text:

Miss poster on Grosfeld.

DANIEL J. BRIMNNAN

to be sure you get what you pay for we hired some young liner leaders from Oxford and Cambridge and told them not to bug you.

They said that the only kind of tour they'd be interested in

lead anyway. And that they weren't above a little freedom

SOPH MATH MAJOR

Since 11 pm November 30

Cambridge

You are also invited to attend the lecture on "The Closed Society" (1964) which

won several prizes.

SILVER to teach more courses, on the South for the Negro

CARL L. WILSON, President.

Chairman of the Corporation, five
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The Charter prohibits members of the Alumni Association from holding any offices in the Alumni Association, but the Alumni Association is a national organization with a headquarters in Washington, D.C.
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President-elect Johnson

The guessing is over; the Corporation has chosen MIT's twelfth president. No one could have suspected, of course, that it was Howard W. Johnson, least of all The Tech. But now that the decision is made, the choice has generated a considerable amount of comment and speculation in what seems to be enthusiastic about anyone replacing Julius Stratton. The Tech shares this enthusiasm.

Howard W. Johnson is a man who has been with MIT for over ten years. He has no doctoral degree, and his masters is in economics. This fact, that he is a social scientist, perhaps accounts for many of the qualms of the Corporation regarding his position as head of the largest science and engineering institution. As Newsweek says, the office demands a business manager more than a scientist, but is this completely true? Is the Institute, in its drive to become a "university", in fact sacrificing something in hiring for its top office a man who never even majored in science or engineering?

On the positive side the President-elect is described by his colleagues as a man who works at his job 24 hours a day and who is truly a workaholic. He is notably easy, friendly mannered is noteworthy. He is also considered one of the nation's top experts in personnel and industrial relations.

According to Ralph Lazarus, president of the Corporation, that organization had spent eight months searching the nation to find an executive president and had decided before picking Dean Johnson as the "best that the nation offers."

In running MIT, Dean Johnson will undoubtedly have to continue working 24 hours a day. He is very much a "dark horse" type of person. He will be an awfully aware of the problems of his student pacific as was his predecessor. MIT around the country will be watching President-elect Johnson to guide it in its increasingly complex national role. We wish him luck.

term a dark horse are obvious. First, he is relatively new to the MIT community, having been there for only ten years. He has no doctoral degree, and his masters is in economics. This fact, that he is a social scientist, perhaps accounts for many of the qualms of the Corporation regarding his position as head of the largest science and engineering institution. As Newsweek says, the office demands a business manager more than a scientist, but is this completely true? Is the Institute, in its drive to become a "university", in fact sacrificing something in hiring for its top office a man who never even majored in science or engineering?

On the positive side the President-elect is described by his colleagues as a man who works at his job 24 hours a day and who is truly a workaholic. He is notably easy, friendly mannered is noteworthy. He is also considered one of the nation's top experts in personnel and industrial relations.

According to Ralph Lazarus, president of the Corporation, that organization had spent eight months searching the nation to find an executive president and had decided before picking Dean Johnson as the "best that the nation offers."

In running MIT, Dean Johnson will undoubtedly have to continue working 24 hours a day. He is very much a "dark horse" type of person. He will be an awfully aware of the problems of his student pacific as was his predecessor. MIT around the country will be watching President-elect Johnson to guide it in its increasingly complex national role. We wish him luck.

Letters to The Tech

Echelpik?

To the editor:

I don't usually write to The Tech but perhaps I could? I'm not sure which, maybe, the gents on the Corporation have.

I see by the papers that those mikes in 'Telb' has got held of a pair of Leds which the students need a new nose. I guess that it is not hard to get them at all. When they need a new one, they don't need it except while the nose is being on the box's nose men.

They have reason to believe, so they say that the soul of the old box is going to come out off and finds itself a baby that's just ready to be born. This is the old nose box then hopes inside that box now.

And when the nose comes out again this year, who has it arranged for it, was that: the...? I have been watching in the counter on 4-103.

Not that a good idea. We ain't got very much humor. I wonder what etymology leads to this? The word "humor" is of Latin origin and has been used to denote the body's fluid, which is supposed to drive emotions. Or, perhaps it is a play on words, as the "humor" is being drained out of the baby. It is possible that this is a reference to the lack of faculty and student input due to the lack of faculty and student input. A practical test by events at near the end of one phase of a project would be beneficial.

The conference was instructive and worthwhile, but I developed several suggestions which may help the Executive Council choose their next President which will be considered by the Corporation.

On the other hand, who ever heard of a President named "The Doctor"? It seems to me that the word "doctor" is not appropriate for a position in a university. Anyone can call themselves a doctor, but it is a formal title in a university setting. It seems to me that the word "president" is more appropriate.

We have been invited to appreciate 30 days during the next three months to get a good idea of the candidate's background, work experience, and so on. It seems to me that the best way to do this is to have a formal meeting with the candidate and his or her representatives. This would allow us to ask questions and get a better understanding of the candidate's qualifications.

I hope that the Corporation will consider these suggestions and make the best possible choice for their next President. The decision is important for the future of MIT and the nation. We hope that the next President will be a leader who can guide the Institute in its increasingly complex national role.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. I am a student at MIT and I have no affiliation with the Corporation. My suggestions are based on my own experiences and observations.

Inside Insomnc Conference at Fordham provides clue to future By Bill Byrr

Our congratulations and best wishes were sent to Dean Howard Johnson shortly after the announcement of his selection. He is to receive a stimulating gift from Tech: an engraved decanter that he will take to his colleagues in the Executive Council.

Over the recent vacation I attended an interesting conference in the Physics Department of MIT. The conference was held at Fordham University in New York. The topic was "Science and the student"

I have been involved in several conferences this past year and have found them to be highly informative. The conferences were well attended and provided a great opportunity for students and faculty to discuss important issues.

I hope that the Executive Council will consider these suggestions and make the best possible choice for their next President. The decision is important for the future of MIT and the nation. We hope that the next President will be a leader who can guide the Institute in its increasingly complex national role.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. I am a student at MIT and I have no affiliation with the Corporation. My suggestions are based on my own experiences and observations.
Prisoners ransomed for hot lingerie; Coed coroner to rule on shipwrecks

by Jeff Thune

Now that vacation is over and students can eagerly look forward to exams, it might be well to consider the plight of the poor instructors who must teach them dull, uninteresting and unappreciated classes just before vacation.

MIT is pretty liberal about classes prior to vacation. Nobody seems to mind if people miss a few classes then except, of course, the instructors who must teach them.

Other schools are more strict on their attendance rules. Wellesley, having just terminated its calendar day requirements, no longer requires students to attend the last few days of class. However, students are not allowed to leave campus until after their last class. The improvement would appear marked, but actually it makes very little difference, for in all cases except Thanksgiving.

The Tech News, newspaper at Worcester Polytechnic, notes that a Golby is a very sensible way for students to handle classes in January. They point out that, "Any student absent without excuse from the meeting of his last class before a vacation should be fined $20."

County historians have realized that earlier coroners were called in to rule on the death of "shipwreck victims" when cases loads of Leatana Indians sometimes entangled in the Delaware River, which forms the western boundary of the county.

A bicycle marathon was held at New Hampshire also. The men of Gibbs Hall kept a bicycle in motion for seven days or 168 hours, with riders being changed every hour, allowing for a two second interval for the change. The history worked in motion for this length of time and thus far no other school has challenged this unprecedented record.

College coroner

A 23-pg. Monal Hoyle College senior has been elected the coroner of Mercer County, N.J. by 54 write-in votes, most of them from friends and relatives.

Janet M. Bond took the oath of office for her three year term on November 23. She will be in Princeton, N.J. for Thanksgiving weekend.

No one had filed for the post before Miss Bond. Her nearest opponent was by 54 votes.

According to the New Jersey constitution, a county coroner takes care of the bodies of "shipwreck victims." Other deaths are handled by the county medical examiner. Her job is not likely to be very great since Mercer County is 25 miles from the Atlantic Ocean. The job carries so little忙 that they could lower salaries here.

The University of New Hampshire has had several on its agenda; Boston Council, this Sunday, November 26, during the next few weeks.

By Let '66.

The committee is basically a volunteer placement agency, and also coordinates all student social service projects," says Daniel Allen, '68, this year's president.

As a result of a combination of three separate efforts in social service work, the MIT Social Service Committee was started in December of 1969. A social service group growing out of the Hillel, a Cambridge tutoring program from the I.B.M. Home Study Service, and a group working for mental hospitals from T.C.A. pooled their efforts into a "Social Action Committee" as it was called. Just two years later this movement has grown into the large and influential MIT Social Service Committee.

The committee is basically a volunteer placement agency, and also coordinates all student social service projects, said Daniel Allen, '68, this year's president.

Photo Contest Rules

1. Only members of the MIT community are eligible.
2. Entries must be submitted to The Tech no later than 12 noon, January 19, 1966.
3. Entries must be entered in one of three categories:Scenic, Action, or Creative. The category must be specified.
4. Only in the Creative division will such techniques as retouching, montages, and double-exposures be allowed.
5. All entries must be unmounted black-and-white prints no larger than 3 x 5". No color prints will be accepted.
6. Entries must include with their entries their name, address, and phone number, as well as connection with the Institute. All entries become property of the Tech.
7. Winners will be announced in the February issue of The Tech.
8. Contest judges will be: Professor Minor White, Head of Creative Photography courses in Department of Electrical Engineering, Harold E. "Doc" Edgerton, Head of Photographic Sci and an extension of the Tech. Club. Civil Rights Committee, APO, and the Faculty Committee on Educational Opportunity.

Recent plans

Both the entire Roxbury program and the entire undergraduate activities have been planned by the president, who has been approached by five or six agencies from Boston requesting help. The committee now plans to send people to the Roxbury program, the Baby Club, and the Cambridge Area Committee.

People involved in this social service work include MIT undergraduates, graduate students, and other members of the MIT community, about 125. Another 25 people, mostly from other schools, are working on projects coordinated by the committee.

While the program is a serious effort to help others, occasionally a rather humorous situation arises from these efforts.

Teasing teacher

Once a Course X major proudly showed the young lady he was tutoring how the water molecule was really built. The eager student had attended several years of school and had just sat on a test at his school where what he did on and when "teacher had said. His teacher marked him wrong. Needless to say our MIT student was not too pleased with the treatment the teacher had given him. A typical case of the "easy" teacher and a "hard" student.

Offices in the committee this year include Assistant Director, President Allen, '66; Vice President Paul Gustavson, '66; Treasurer Jo Karnofsky, '66, and Secretary Ann Kazanov '66.

The purpose of this committee, as expressed by President Allen, is "to serve the Boston community, but to serve the students, by letting the MIT community know about urban problems."
the style of Thornton Wilder, in the shape of a Saint. Thomas Jones, as Tony Kirby did his role well. This Diamond Ring - Gary Lewis Help Help - Beatles Hang On Sloopy - McCoys Get Off of My Cloud - Rolling Stones Me Rhonda - Beachboys The Wind - Simon & Garfunkel The Game of Love - Wayne Fontana Crying in the Chapel - Elvis Presley Baby The Rain Must Fall - Glenn Miller 20th Century Fox - The Beatles}

A music festival was held on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania on Saturday night, featuring performances by many famous artists. The festival included a variety of music styles, such as rock, jazz, and classical music. The atmosphere was electric, with fans singing along and dancing to the music. It was a memorable event for all who attended.
Fencers post 3rd win

The varsity fencers brought their season record to 3-1 with a 20-7 victory over the MIT fencers. George Churinoff swept for the second straight Wednesday, December 15.

In the match, Tech's outing included a 9-0 sweep by Princeton. Among the victors, John Stachel '66 and Jim Lenz '66 were both 3-0 in this division. Two victories by Bob Brooks '66 in the saber competition and one each by Co-Captain Kurt Ramos '67 and Prinz Elshe '68 rounded out the MIT scoring.

Fencing

Basketball
MIT (V) 96, Bowdoin 78
MIT (V) 95, Middlebury 75
DePaul 77, MIT (V) 60
MIT (V) 71, Hope 42
Union 88, MIT (V) 74
Bowdoin 114, MIT (F) 60

How They Did

Volleyball
Final League Leaders
League #1-Baker '66
League #2-Mitchell '68
League #3-Willow '68
League #4-Princeton '67
League #5-Senior House "C"
League #6-Cap '66
League #7-Burton III '67
League #8-APS '65
League #9-Burton V '69
Senior House "A" '68

Tennis
MIT (V) 47, Tufts 45 1/2
Tufts 73, MIT (F) 39

Swimming
MIT (F) 81, Boston Latin 34

Squash
Harvard 9, MIT (V) 0
Princeton 9, MIT (V) 0

Boxing
MIT (V) 40, Lehigh 3

Hockey
St. Sebastian's 10, MIT (F) 1

By Tom James
The MIT Varsity Squash team was defeated twice during the week of December 13. It was brought on by Princeton 9-0 and by Princeton 8-1. The losses brought its record for the season to two wins and five losses.

In the Harvard match, MIT's bright spot was Eric Coo '67. Even though he lost the first two games, he succeeded in winning the third and fifth games by substantial margins after losing a close fourth game. Chye Tantivy '68 and Rich Palsner '66 also put in a good show for MIT.

The next match is with Wesleyan, here, Saturday, Jan. 8.

The junior varsity squash swallowed the most junior junior varsity in the form of PRC and The Tech.

The Junior varsity squash was defeated by the Junior varsity squash of the PRC and The Tech.

The Junior varsity squash was defeated by the Junior varsity squash of the PRC and The Tech.
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Cagers win 3 out of 5

By Ray Ferrara

After pre-season victory over Middlebury and Juni¬
more, the Engineers extended their winning streak to
five in a row with a 95-75 victory over Union this past
weekend to be 3-0 in the Presidents’ Council, a first for
such a start to a season in the history of the program.

Paw and Howe may have been a better team than
Middlebury’s, but they were no match for the Engi¬
neers. Alex Wilson ‘67 led the way with 21 points
for the Engineers, while Bob Flick ‘66, hit on a jumper
to shove in the lead to 22. The final score was 95-75.

The only scare of this televised game was when
Alex Wilson just couldn’t miss, shooting 11 of 12, with
most of his baskets coming from behind the foul line. 

The only problem that might have been a factor in
MIT’s 88-74 loss to Bowdoin the previous week was
the Engineers’ height, the Bowdoin players, the tallest of
which was a player under 6’ 2”, while the Engineers
had a 5’ 10” guard who could play behind the 6’ 10”
frontman. The Engineers were quick to move the ball
offensively, but couldn’t seem to get to the basket as
well as they had in previous games.

The second half of the game proved to be a war of
points, with both teams scoring at will. At the end of
the 3rd quarter, MIT was ahead 66-52, and the
engineers were looking good for a win. But in the 4th
quarter, Bowdoin poured in 50 points, and MIT was
destroyed 88-74.

Back in the Kimmel Center

The Engineers were back at it the next night, this
time against Bowdoin and Middlebury, to try to
continue their win streak, which has now reached six
games. The first game of the doubleheader was the
Bantam/Rockwell Bowl, in which MIT took on Bow¬
doin. The scare of this game was when John Jansson
scored 3 quick baskets - the last with 2:30 left in the
game to destroy the Bantams 114-60.

The highlight of this game was when Bow¬
doin’s Alex Wilson matched DePauw in field goals,
Hargis’ Steve Mullinax, and Steve Allowell counted
7 points 61-64.

The second game of the doubleheader was the
Bowdoin/Middlebury game, in which MIT was
expected to win. However, Union was able to penetrate
the Engineers’ defense and scored 60 points.

By Tom Thomas

The Engineers beat opponents from the West with
25 points, followed by Wilson with a dozen. The final
score was 95-75, led by speedy little guard Dave
Axel Wilson ‘67 lays the ball up for 2 of his 31 points against
Middlebury. His 8 of 13 (62%) moves in for a possible bowl
bound, MIT’s 95-75 victory brought its winning streak to six games before vacation.

By Tony Lima

Frosh Sports

Swimmers defeat Latin

The frosh swimmers defeated a combined Boston Latin and Bos¬
ton English team, 140:150, on December 15 continuing their string of suc¬
scess. The Engineers seemed to be on a roll, starting the meet with a start of a win at 1:31.8. Bill Carson and Tom Mor¬
gan, who followed with a 1:45.5, 200 yd. free, and Kent Attridge
with the 100 yd. free, led the way. By 2:14-2.4 the, the
mermen were able to finish in 2nd place with a start of 30 points
at the final stage of the meet with a victory behind.

Every man entered in the meet for MIT scored. Edley and Mullin
scored a length against the swimmers of Latin to win four meets. Coach
Dave DeWitte will remain inactive until January 12 when they
meet Phillips Exeter at Alumni Pool.

Squash opener Thursday

Thursday the freshmen squash team will open their season here at
the Alumni Pool courts. It is expected that Harvey/Exeter will
be the team’s first opponents. The Engineers are very strong in the
weight classes.

By Tom Thomas

Skiers take second in Lyndonville Relays

By George Tanner

A second place finish by Hege Bjaaland at the cruiser council of
the Lydonville Relays last Sunday highlighted the victory on this
trip this past week. Racing against other Ski teams from Harvard,
Bjaaland led the crowd was 6th in the nation’s alpine department
in Norway. Finished 2:08 behind the winner, Bob Gray, of the U.S.
A team, a man of 1:39.5. The other three members of the Bjaaland
Northern Vermont ‘66, Dick Balsaran ‘47, and Dan W. ‘74 team all
finished in the top 10. The skiers did not compete in the jumping divi¬
sion of the Relays, held at Lydonville, Vermont.

Both the Alger and the Nordic teams spent five days of intensive
training on Cannon Mountain in New Hampshire before the relays. The
Alpine squad, composed of Steve Avent Hall Dolde ‘86, Pete Lehman ‘65,
and Don Raasch ‘67, did not participate in any competition.

The Nordic team devored its training in daily hill sprints jum¬
tests and jumps from both 20 and 40 meter jumps. The Alpine squad was
busy perfecting slalom and downhill techniques as well
as other courses. Very coach Bill Morgan and Frosh coach
David Laks were in frequent consultation with the squad.

Although Coach Morgan lost five of his starters to graduation, Bjaaland’s,
spectacular performances did indicate a better season than ex¬
pected for the skiers.
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